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AGES 1-2 Terrific Toddler Classes! 
 
Mommy and Me - Four Week Program 
Share those special smiles and hugs in our class designed especially for the parent and 
toddler. Songs and exercises based on dance and gymnastics fundamentals – specifically 
designed for each age group, incorporating skills and rhythm exercises. Share the 
moments as your child grows and learns with you! 
Only ONE Mother, Father, Grandparent, Aunt, etc. may attend this class with the child. 
However, the individual must be consistent, as adults learn in here as well!  
Class based on interest. Inquire via e-mail or at front desk. This is a non-performance 
class. 
 
Creative Movement - Four Week Program 
Class encourages free expression, while teaching basic elements of dance, including 
rhythm, movement quality, space, body awareness and shape. The child’s imagination 
and self-esteem are encouraged and strengthened through dance. This class ulitizes other 
artistic modalities such as music and art creation to allow a more wholistic creative and 
developmentally strong experience! 
Student Must Be a Minimum of Age 2 To Participate In The Class.  
Class based only on interest. Inquire via e-mail or at front desk. This is a non-
performance class. 
 
 
 
 
 

AGES 3-4 Promising Pre-K Classes! 
 
Combo Class I   
Pre-K students' learning potential is most effectively utilized in short, highly stimulating, 
varied sessions. This 45-minute class is split up into 15 minutes of Ballet, 15 minutes of 
Tap, and 15 minutes of Acro to give students a versatile, fun, and highly productive 
classroom experience. 
Students must be age 3 to participate in this class.  
 
 
Combo Class II 
This class is for our Pre-K students who have been through level one and are ready for 
the next step! This class will challenge the kids to perfect steps they have already learned 
within the same class structure, but will also push tem to developmentally improve to the 
next level of dancing within ballet, tap, and acro. This will get students ready to move up 
to our TOT classes the following year! 
Students must be age 3 or 4 and must have taken Combo Class I to be eligible for this 
class. 
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AGES 4-6 Talented Tot Classes! 
 
Teenie Bop HipHop ("TOT HIPHOP") 
Has your Teenie one wanted to "dance like the big kids"? Well now is their chance... 
Teenie Bop Hip Hop for the younger set. Our class is full of rhythm, body awareness, 
simple choreography and high-energy craziness all set to cool funky music! If you have a 
Teenie-Bopper that can't stop moving, bring them to this simplified hiphop class to get 
their groove on. 
 
Beginning Tap for Tots ("TOT TAP") 
Tap Class is a fun rhythmic exercise and dance form which is offered for kids ages 5 
years and older. Rooted in Scottish, Irish and African-American History, tap offers a 
variety of styles and techniques. At this age, the classes stress the basics of tap and 
rhythm, using fun and improvisational games, skills and combinations.  
 
Beginning Ballet For Tots ("TOT BALLET") 
Once a child has reached this age, we will begin to incorporate more elements of 
traditional ballet technique. Developing strength, balance, coordination and flexibility, 
your child will start to learn proper body alignment, as well as barre and center floor 
exercises. Our classes will challenge the students both mentally and physically, yet still 
keep that sense of creativity. At this stage, your child will be asked to wear appropriate 
ballet attire including hair tied away from their face. This creates an environment free 
from distractions and enables the students to feel like true dancers! 
 
Beginning Acro For Tots ("TOT ACRO") 
Students further develop stretches, jumps, basic tumbling and strength exercises in this 
unique art form.  Tricks such as Bridges, Backwalk Overs, Somersaults and Cartwheels 
will be learned in this class, as well as some simple Jazz dance basic jumps as well! 
 
Beginning Jazz For Tots ("TOT JAZZ") 
This class will consist of upbeat rhythms with a ballet technique base. Often referred to as 
creative movement the focus of this class is on large motor skills, locomotion steps, 
balance, and direction. Flexibility and Strength will begin to be challenged in a fun and 
healthy environment! 
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AGES 7-18  General Classes At A Variety of Levels! 
Level I 
Level II 
Level III 

Level TEEN 
 
Ballet 
Beauty, flow and elegance are inherent in the elements of ballet. Ballet is the classical 
dance form that can be mastered by itself or used as a technical base or supplement to 
other dance forms. Classes focus on overall body alignment and awareness with emphasis 
on proper usage of feet and legs and execution of turnout. Carriage and usage of upper 
torso and arms are also stressed. Traditional barre work, center work and combinations 
are included in all classes.  
Levels I, II, and III available.   
 
Tap 
Classes emphasize the development and strengthening of basic tap technique and 
terminology highlighting the importance of rhythm and sound.  Tap focuses on rhythms 
and intricate footwork, creating a percussion instrument out of the dancer’s feet. Just like 
jazz vocalists who add rhythms to music by scatting, tappers add their voice by “scatting” 
with their feet. Rhythm tap tends to be a heavier or harder-hitting form of tap than 
Broadway tap, and sounds are made not only with the bottom of the shoe, but also with 
the back, sides, and tip. Perfect for those trying to build up a strong sense of rhythm in 
other styles of dance. 
Levels I, II, and III available.  
 
Jazz 
An exciting and ever evolving dance form full of rhythm, syncopation, passion and 
life.  Steeped in the rhythm of jazz music, a true American art form, jazz dance brings 
energy and life to all those who dance it.   Classes explore body isolations of the head, 
shoulders, ribcage, feet and arms and encourage individual expression and the 
development of personal style. Dancers stretch and strengthen, and also work on their 
turns, leaps and dance technique. Jazz can be powerful and percussive or expressive and 
lyrical.  Ever evolving, jazz dance is taught with the music of today together with the 
classical jazz of yesterday.  Classes teach basic jazz dance technique, terminology and 
movement quality with an emphasis on proper execution of jazz isolations, rhythms and 
style performed to contemporary music. 
Levels I, II, III and TEEN available.  
 
Acro 
Dance that combines dance technique with acrobatic elements. Its unique choreography is 
extremely athletic in nature, and seamlessly blends dance moves and acrobatic tricks. 
Students in our intermediate/advanced classes are currently working on such tricks as 
Aerials (no-handed cartwell), Front and Back Handsprings, and forward Tucks!  
Levels I, II, and III available.   
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Hip Hop 
A high-energy class that uses the latest sounds in rap, R&B and pop music together with 
movements influenced by some of today’s hottest video choreographers.  Hip hop 
encompasses movement that has elements of poppin', locking, and breaking as well as 
freestyle movement to give students the opportunity to develop their own sense of 
style.  hiphop is urban, it’s street, it’s diverse and forever changing. 
No Street Shoes Are to Be Worn Inside The Studio.  
Levels I, II, III and TEEN available.  
 
All-Boys Hip Hop 
An all-male course option of Hip-Hop we offer at JCDA. This presents young male 
dancers with the opportunity to perform masculine hiphop music that makes them proud 
to show their friends their new moves! 
No Street Shoes Are to Be Worn Inside The Studio.  
 
Musical Theater 
Learn many different styles of dance to Broadway's diverse culture, such as Jazz, Lyrical, 
Hiphop, Latin, Swing, Fosse, Modern, Tap, and MORE! Singing, acting and movement 
techniques are combined in a class structure to perform a piece in the recital. If your child 
is a bit shy or needs to work on their stage presence, THIS is the class for them!  
 
Break Dancing 
Break Dancing is a popular style of street dance that was created and developed as part of 
hip-hop culture.  It's extremely physically demanding and often uses isolation movements 
and allows students to master different tricks and stunts within the style such as different 
Freezes, Head Stands, and the Six-Step! Both boys and girls STRONGLY recommend 
this class! 
No Street Shoes Are to Be Worn Inside The Studio.   
 
Modern 
A dance style that rejects many of the strict rules of classical ballet, focusing instead on 
the expression of inner feelings. Turning against the structured techniques, costumes and 
shoes of ballet, these dancers favor a more relaxed, free style of dancing.  
 
Contemporary 
Contemporary dance is a style of expressive dance that combines elements of several 
dance genres, including modern, jazz, lyrical and classical ballet. Contemporary dancers 
strive to connect the mind and the body through fluid dance movements. Contemporary 
dance stresses versatility and improvisation, unlike the strict, structured nature of ballet.  
Levels I and II available.  
 
Conditioning 
An intense group physical training session with Mr. Sean! Using everyday objects and 
unique isolated movements, Mr. Sean is able to help our students activate and train core 
muscle groups needed to improve dance technique and overall health and well-being.  
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AGES 18+  Awesome Adult Classes! 
Level Adult I (Recreational) 
Level Adult II (Professional) 

 
Adult Jazz 
A fun and energetic class designed to build strength and flexibility through unique 
theatrical movements and stylized steps. Allow your own personality to explode on the 
dance floor. 
Level Adult I and Adult II available. 
 
Adult Tap 
Develops better coordination, rhythm and timing; strengthens feet and legs.  
Level Adult I and Adult II available. 
 
Adult Contemporary 
Contemporary dance is a style of expressive dance that combines elements of several 
dance genres, including modern, jazz, lyrical and classical ballet. Contemporary dancers 
strive to connect the mind and the body through fluid dance movements. Contemporary 
dance stresses versatility and improvisation, unlike the strict, structured nature of ballet.  
Level Adult I and Adult II available. 
 
Adult Hip Hop 
A high-energy class that uses the latest sounds in rap, R&B and pop music together with 
movements influenced by some of today’s hottest video choreographers.  Hip hop 
encompasses movement that has elements of poppin', locking, and breaking as well as 
freestyle movement to give students the opportunity to develop their own sense of 
style.  Hip hop is urban, it’s street, it’s diverse and forever changing. 
No Street Shoes Are to Be Worn Inside The Studio.  
 
Adult Conditioning 
An intense group physical training session with Mr. Sean! Using everyday objects and 
unique isolated movements  you will activate and train core muscle groups which will 
improve your overall health and well-being.  
 
 
Yoga 
This class is appropriate for all levels, with emphasis on building strength, enhancing 
flexibility and balance and exploring your "edge" in each class. Each class will be 
different and challenging. Yoga has been shown to reduce blood pressure, increase 
flexibility and strength, manage stress, and provide participants with a general feeling of 
well-being.  
Class based only on interest. Inquire via e-mail or at front desk. This is a non-
performance class. 
Stay tuned for a 4-week Program, the perfect time and way to relax! 
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Dance Specialty Tracks 
Ages and Prices Are Specified Next To Each Individual Track. 

 
 
Tiny Pre-Comp Track: Ages 5-6 
For the dancer who loves to dance, is a leader in their classes, and wants to get serious 
about dance.  
Requirements: Students must be accepted into the Program by Faculty.  
Classes: One 45-Minute Ballet Class, One 30-Minutes Jump-and-Turn Class, One 30-
Minute Jazz Class. 
COST: $60.00 Per Monthly Payment 
 
Pre-Competition Track: Ages 7+ 
For the dancer who loves to dance, is a leader in their classes, and wants a larger 
commitment to dance. This track will get students prepared for the more serious 
competition track. 
Requirements: Students must be accepted into the Program by Faculty.  
Classes: Two Non-Performance Ballet Class, One Jazz Class, One Lyrical Class, One 
Hip-Hop Class, One Jump-and-Turn, and One Conditioning Class!  
COST: $110.00 Per Monthly Payment 
 
Competition Track: Ages 7+ 
For the dancer who is committed to dance, is a leader in their classes, wants a larger 
commitment to dance, and extra performance and travel opportunities! Students attend 
Workshops and Conventions with professional choreographers, attend dance shows, and 
represent JCDA at Dance Competitions locally and out of town! 
Requirements: Students must be accepted into the Program by Faculty. Dancers must 
pass an audition and attend the Competition Intensive Summer Camp in order to be 
eligible to join the team.  
Classes: Two Non-Performance Ballet Class, One Jazz Class, One Lyrical Class, One 
Hip-Hop Class, One Production Number, One Jump-and-Turn, and One Conditioning 
Class!  
COST: $145.00 Per Monthly Payment 
 
 


